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Name _____________________________
Date ___________________ 

(Answer ID # 0793213)

Correcting Runon Sentences
A run-on sentence is a sentence that runs into another sentence. Two or more parts of a run-on

sentence can stand by itself. Interestingly, run-on sentences can exist in both short and long sentences.

The length of a sentence does not determine whether that sentence is a run-on sentence!

run-on    Don rushed to the musical he was running late.

correct    Don rushed to the musical because he was running late.

    

Correct each run-on sentence.
1.  One day last week I read a book about a

hedgehog named Angel in the book Angel built

a house the house was blue and yellow the book

was very good.

2.  We can't go to the zoo tomorrow because it is

supposed to snow the animals would be cold I

guess we would be cold, too.

3.  We had a terrible thunderstorm this morning the

high winds knocked down one of our trees.

4.  Don't you think Jack should be on the team he is

a good player he is nice to everyone and

because he has a glove?

5.  We lost our money someplace near the store the

store is on Main Street so we looked for it a

long time later we found it.

6.  I can't remember the last time that I was sick I

think it was about four years ago.

FANBOYS
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Name _____________________________
Date ___________________ 

(Answer ID # 0628029)

Correcting Runon Sentences
A run-on sentence is a sentence that runs into another sentence. Two or more parts of a run-on

sentence can stand by itself. Interestingly, run-on sentences can exist in both short and long sentences.

The length of a sentence does not determine whether that sentence is a run-on sentence!

run-on    Don rushed to the musical he was running late.

correct    Don rushed to the musical because he was running late.

    

Correct each run-on sentence.

Answer Key 0628029
1.  One day last week I read a book about a

hedgehog named Angel in the book Angel built

a house the house was blue and yellow the book

was very good.

One day last week I read a very good book

about a hedgehog named Angel who built a

blue and yellow house.

2.  We can't go to the zoo tomorrow because it is

supposed to snow the animals would be cold I

guess we would be cold, too.

We can't go to the zoo tomorrow because it is

supposed to snow. The animals would be cold

and so would we.

3.  We had a terrible thunderstorm this morning the

high winds knocked down one of our trees.

We had a terrible thunderstorm this

morning. The high winds knocked down one

of our trees.

4.  Don't you think Jack should be on the team he is

a good player he is nice to everyone and

because he has a glove?

Don't you think Jack should be on the team

because he is a good player, he is nice to

everyone, and he has a glove?

5.  We lost our money someplace near the store the

store is on Main Street so we looked for it a

long time later we found it.

We lost our money someplace near the store

on Main Street. We looked for it a long time

before we found it.

6.  I can't remember the last time that I was sick I

think it was about four years ago.

I can't remember the last time that I was

sick. I think it was about four years ago.


